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1. INTRODUCTION, STATEMENT OF THE MAIN RESULTS 
1.1. Introduction. Let B = Bn denote the unit ball in en, and let S denote 
the unit sphere, the boundary of B. Garnett and Latter [2] have investigated the 
relationship between the Hardy spaces HP(B) of holomorphic functions on B, 
and the real Hardy spaces Hf:..ax(S), in the sense of Fefferman and Stein [1], on 
S (cf. 1.3 below for the definition). One of their main results was the continuity 
and surjectivity of the Szego projection of Hf:..ax(S) onto HP(B). 
The aim of this note is to provide another, simpler, description of HP(B) in 
terms of Hf:..ax(S) for n<:::2, namely the following: HP(B) can be identified 
with the set of distributions in Hf:..ax(S) which satisfy the tangential Cauchy-
Riemann equations in the weak sense (cf. theorem 1.7 below for the precise 
formulation). The main step of the proof consists of an extension to distri-
butions of Bochner's theorem regarding C1 functions which are boundary 
value of a holomorphic function (cf. theorem 1.6 below). First, we recall some 
definitions and results from HP theory. 
1.2 Holomorphic Hardy spaces HP(B). A function F on B is said to be in 
HP(B) (O<p< oo) ifF is holomorphic, and 
sup ( J IF(r()IPdu(()) 11P=:~FIIw<oo. 
O<r<l S 
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Here a denotes the rotation invariant measure on S, normalized by a(S) = 1. 
For a>1 and (eS, let Da(()CB denote the "region of admissible conver-
gence of aperture a": 
(where (z, 0 is the standard Hermitian inner product of z and (). The im-
portance of the regions Da(O for HP theory lies in the following results, due 
to Koninyi [3], [4] (cf. also Rudin [5], theorems 5.6.4, 5.6.5). Let Fe HP(B). 
For almost all ( e S 
lim F(z) 
z-,,zeD.W 
exists for each a> 1. Furthermore, for each a> 1 there exists a constant A(a) 
such that 
(1.1) IIMaFII£P<a>~A(a)·IIFiw. 
where the maximal function MaF is the function on S defined by 
(1.2) (MaF)(()= sup IF(()I. 
zeD.({) 
These results are remarkable, because Da(O is tangential to S at ( in n -1 
complex directions. Hence the results on boundary behavior of HP functions 
for n ~ 2 are stronger than the one-variable case would lead us to expect. 
1.3 Real Hardy spaces Hf:.ax(S). Let P(z, 0 (z e B, ( e S) denote the in-
variant Poisson kernel of B: 
The kernel P solves the Dirichlet problem for ..L-harmonic functions on the ball, 
i.e. functions annihilated by the invariant Laplacian, cf. Rudin [5], chapter 4. 
Also, P reproduces holomorphic functions ([5], theorem 3.3.2). 
Let 51)'(S) be the space of distributions on S. If A e 51)'(S), define P[A], the 
Poisson transform of A, by 
P[A](z): =A,(P(z, ()), zeB, 
where the subscript ( means that A acts on the (-variable. 
For 0 <P < oo, define Hf:.ax(S) to be the set of distributions A such that 
MaP[A] is in LP(a) for some a> 1 (cf. (1.2)). This definition is independent of 
a, cf. Garnett and Latter [2]. When endowed with the (pseudo-)norm 
~AIIH~ •• : = IIMaP[A111u(a)• 
Hf:.ax(S) becomes a topological vector space. 
It is not difficult to show that, if 1 <p< oo, the spaces Hf:.ax(S) can be 
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identified with LP(a), as Banach spaces; use [5], theorems 4.3.3, 3.3.4 and 
lemma 2.2 below for one direction, and [5], theorems 5.4.5, 5.2.6 for the other. 
1.4 Tangential Cauchy-Riemann equations. Define the partial differential 
operator Ljk by 
a a 
Lik: =(k a~ -(j a'(k (lsj<ksn). 
Lik can be considered as a tangential vectorfield on S. A function u e C 1(S) 
is said to satisfy the tangential Cauchy-Riemann equations (abbreviated: 
TCRE) if 
Liku=O, 1sj<ksn. 
A classical theorem of Bochner states that u e C(S) extends to a holo-
morphic function on B iff u satisfies the TCRE (cf. for example [5], § 18.1, 
especially theorem 18.1.10). We will extend this result to distributions in 
theorem 1.6 below. 
Let L}k denote the adjoint of Lik: 
J (Liku)vda = J u(L}kv)da, u, v e C 1(S). 
s s 
One can show (cf. [5], 18.2.2) that L}k= -Ljk· 
If A e ~'(S) we say that A satisfies the tangential Cauchy-Riemann equations 
in the weak sense (in short: A satisfies the w-TCRE) if 
(1.3) A(L}krp) = 0 Vrp e C<»(S). 
There is a more convenient reformulation of (1.3), which we discuss next. 
In [5], proposition 18.1.6, it is shown that u e C 1(S) satisfies the TCRE iff 
(1.4) J uaa = 0 
s 
for every (n, n- 2)-form a (with c<» -coefficients, say) on S. This result extends 
to distributions. Let da(O also denote the invariant volume form on S. Note 
that if a is an (n, n- 2) c<» -form on S, then 
aa = da = a'(()da(O 
for a unique c<» -function a' on S. 
1.5 LEMMA. Let A e ~'(S). Then A satisfies the w-TCRE iff 
(1.5) A(a') = 0 
for every (n, n - 2) c<» -form a on S. 
PROOF. An (n, n- 2)-form is a sum of forms 
a= a((}rjk('(')l\d(!l\ ... 1\d(n 
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where 
Tjk(O = d~l A ... [j] ··· [k] ··· Ad(n, 
and a e C00(S). The rotation invariant volume form do'(() is equal to (a scalar 
multiple of) 
n 
L { -1)j-l~d~l A ... [j) ... Ad(nAd(l A ••• Ad(n. 
j=l 
Taking into account that ( 1d(1 + ... + (nd~n = 0 on S, a short calculation now 
shows that 
§a= ( -1)j+kLjka· du= (- 1)j+k+ 1L]ka· du. 
Hence A e !?&'{S) satisfies (1.5) iff it satisfies (1.4). • 
We can now state the main results of this note. If Pis a function on B, and 
if O<r< 1, let Fro as usual, be the function on S defined by Fr(O =F(r(), ( e S. 
We say that F has A e !?&'{S) as boundary value, in distribution sense, if Fr-+ A 
in !?&'(S) as r-+ l. 
1.6 THEOREM. A distribution A on S is boundary value (in distribution 
sense) of a holomorphic function on B iff A satisfies the tangential Cauchy-
Riemann equations in the weak sense. 
The proof will be given in section 2. As a corollary we obtain the following 
characterization of HP(B). 
1. 7 THEOREM. Let 0 < p < oo. IfF is in HP(B), then limr_, 1 Fr = :A p exists in 
!Zl'(S), and the map p ...... Ap gives a topological isomorphism of HP(B) onto the 
subspace of distributions in Hf:tax(S) which satisfy the tangential Cauchy-
Riemann equations in the weak sense. 
PROOF. Let FeHP(B). Assume, for the moment, that limr .... 1 Fr= :Ap exists 
in !?&'(S). Then F=P[Ap], ApeHf:tax(S) by (1.1), and Ap satisfies the w-TCRE 
since each Fr does. 
Conversely, let A eHf:tax(S) satisfy the w-TCRE. By theorem 1.6 there exists 
a holomorphic function F on B such that Fr-+A in !?&'(S) as r-+1. Then again 
F=P[A], and FeHP(B) since MaP[A] eLP(u). This proves the surjectivity of 
F>-+Ap; the injectivity is obvious, since F=P[Ap]. The inequalities 
IIF~w:S IIMaP[ApHLP(u):SA(aHFIIw 
(cf. (1.1)) show that A-Ap is hi-continuous. 
To complete the proof we must show that limr .... 1 Fr= :A exists in !?&'{S). F 
can be expanded in a power series: 
F(rO= E Carlal(a= E rmFm(O, (eS, 0:Sr<1, 
a m=l 
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where a=(a~o···•an)EINn, lal=a1+ ... +an, CaEIC, and 
1 2n . . d() 
Fm(O= L Ca(a=--;;:; r F(re18(}e-lmB-
lar=m r 6 2n 
for all r, O~r< 1. Note that Fm is homogeneous of degree m. 
Now if ¢J E C00(S), then 
00 
S Fr(Ot/J((}da(() = E rm S Fm(Ot/J((}da(() 
S m=O S 
00 
= E rm S Fm(Ot/J-m(Oda(() 
m=O S 
where ¢J _ m is defined by 
(1.6) tP-m<O= y ¢J(ei8()eim82d(). 
0 1l 
Try to define the boundary-value distribution A of F by 
00 
(1.7) A(t/J)= E S Fm(Ot/J-m(Oda((), t/JEC00(S). 
m=O S 
That the R.H.S. of (1. 7) is well-defined, and that A indeed is a distribution and 
satisfies limrr 1 Fr =A follows from the following two observations: 
(1.8) sup IFm<OI ~A· m2nlp Vm E IN 
(ES 
for some constant A, only depending on F, p and n; 
If ¢J E C00(S), then for each k E IN there exists a constant C(k) > 0 depending 
only on the sup-norms of the derivatives of ¢J up to order k, such that 
(1.9) C(k) sup ltP-m<OI ~ -k Vm E IN. 
(ES m 
Now (1.9) follows immediately by k-fold integration by parts in (1.6). To 
prove (1.8), we use an estimate of IF(rOI in terms of IIFIIw(B)· 
Since IF(z)IP is subharmonic on B, for any p, O<p<~ 
IF(O)IP~ S IF<rOIPda((), O<r< 1. 
s 
Hence 
(1.10) IF(O)I ~ IIFIIHP· 
If z E B, let ¢J be a bi-holomorphic map of B onto itself such that t/J(O) = z, and 
apply (1.10) to F 0 t/J. Then, using the fact that P(¢J(O), () occurs as Jacobian of 
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the transformation f/J restricted to S (Rudin [5], 3.3.8, formula (4)) we see that 
(1.11) 
Hence 
By calculating the minimum of the R.H.S. as a function of r we obtain: 
sup IFm((}! ~C· (m+2nlp)m. (m+2nlp)2nlp ~A ·m2nlp 
ces m 2n/p 
for suitable A. This proves (1.8) and hence the theorem. • 
1.8 REMARKS. (i) In the special case of A equal to a continuous function 
on S, theorem 1.6 is due to Weinstock [7], who actually proved it for an arbi-
trary bounded open subset of en with smooth connected boundary. Weinstock 
took (1.4) as definition of a continuous function u which satisfies the w-TCRE. 
See also Rudin [5], theorem 18.1.12. It is. very probable that 1.6 can be extended 
to arbitrary bounded regions of en with smooth connected boundary. 
(ii) According to a remark made in 1.3, we may replace H~ax(S) by LP(a) 
in 1. 7 if p > 1. This can also be seen more directly and remains true if p = 1. On 
the other hand, the whole space H~ax(S) is not the same as L 1(a). 
(iii) By similar arguments as in the last part of the proof of 1. 7 one can 
show that if u is harmonic on the unit ball of some Euclidean space IRn, and 
u satisfies a HP -condition 
sup I !u(r()!Pda(()<oo 
O<r<l S 
for some p>O, then u has distributional boundary values. Compare with 
Fefferman and Stein [1], IV.9, lemma 4. In the proof, one must use expansion 
in spherical harmonics instead of a power series expansion, and use lemma 2 
in section IV.9 of [1] to prove an estimate like (1.11). 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.6 
Let <1/(n) denote the group of unitary transformations of en. Since <1/(n) acts 
transitively on S, we can identify S with <1/(n)/ <1/(n- 1), where 
<1/(n- 1) = { U e <1/(n): Ue1 = ed. 
The idea of the proof of the non-trivial half of 1.6 is to regularize A by taking 
convolution with an approximate identity on <1/(n). To do this neatly, we must 
"lift" A to a distribution on <1/(n). 
2.1 Convolution on S. Let G= <1/(n), K= <1/(n-1) (or more generally: G a 
compact Lie group, K a closed subgroup of G). Let !')(G), !')(G/K) denote the 
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spaces of C"" -functions on G, GIK respectively (with the usual topology), and 
let ~'(G), ~'(GIK) denote their duals (spaces of distributions on G, G/K 
respectively). 
If (/JE ~(G/K) one may consider(/) to be a C""-function on G (also denoted 
by (/)) which is constant on left cosets modulo K. Conversely, we have a map 
# :~(G)-+ ~(G/K) given by 
j#(gK): = I f(gk)dk, geG, je ~(G), 
K 
where dk denotes the Haar-measure on K, normalized to 1. Dually, this gives 
a map # : ~'(G/K)-+ ~'(G), and we can lift a distribution on G/K to G. 
Explicitly: 
A #(f): =A(f#), A e ~'(G/K), je ~(G). 
If A E ~'(G), je ~(G), their convolutions A•f, f•A are defined by 
(A•f)(g): =A((fg)") 
(f•A)(g): =AWf>") 
where (fgt(x) = j(x- 1 g), (gjt(x) = f(gx- 1 ). Associativity holds, in particular, 
f1 •(A *f2) =(f1 •A)•f2. 
Note, that if A E ~'(G/K), then f •A # can be considered as a function on 
GIK. Indeed, 
(f•A #)(g) =A[((gj)")#] 
and 
Wf>")#(x)= I f(gkx- 1)dk 
K 
depends only on gK. 
If { hm} me IN is an approximate identity on G at e (the identity element of G) 
consisting of C""-functions, i.e. hmE ~(G), S hmdg= 1 and supp hm shrinks to 
e, then 
v v 
Indeed, if dg is the Haar-measure on G, (/) E ~(G) and (/) is defined by (/J(x) = 
= (/J(x- 1 ), then 
v I (hm•A)(g)(/J(g)dg = ((/) •(hm•A)](e) 
G 
v 
= [((/) •hm) •A](e) 
v v 
and (/J•hm-+(/J in ~(G). 
In the sequel, let dU denote the Haar-measure on !ff(n), normalized to 1. The 
measure a on S is 'ff(n)-invariant. If jeL 1(a), f can be considered as a 
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function on if/(n) (explicitly: f(U): = f(Ue1), U e if/(n)), and 
I f(Oda(O= I f(U)dU, 
S 'i'(n) 
cf. [5], proposition 1.4. 7(3). 
In the proof of 1.6 we will use the following two lemmas. 
2.2 LEMMA. If A e ~'(S), then P[A] r--+ A in ~'(S) as r--+ 1. 
PROOF. If 0 < r< 1, and t; = Ue1, 11 = Ve1, U, V e if/(n), then 
where 
Hence if ¢ e ~(S), then 
I P[A 1r( t;}¢( t;)da( () = J (A # * 1P r )( U)¢( U)d U 
S 'i'(n) 
v 
=[A# *(1Pr*¢)](e) 
=A #[(1Pr*~f1. 
Now 
in ~(S) as r--+ 1. Hence 
J P[A1r(0¢(()da(t;)--+ A(¢) as r--+ 1 
s 
for all ¢ e ~(S). • 
Let G be a compact Lie group and let {X1, ••• ,Xn} be a basis of the Lie 
algebra of G (=the set of left invariant differential operators on G). Let 
Xa=Xf 1 ••• X%n if a=(a1, ... ,an)EfNn. 
If A e ~'(G) then there exists an N e fN, C e IR such that 
(2.1) IA(¢)I:5C·max L I(Xa(¢))(g)l, V¢e~(G). 
geG lai,;;N 
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2.3 LEMMA. Let A e ~'(G) and let N, C be as in (2.1). If he ~(G) such that 
I lhldg= 1, 
G 
then, for a/1(/J e ~(G), 
I I (h•A)(/Jdgl:sC·max r IXa(l/J)I. 
G G ~sN 
I.e. (2.1) holds with the same N, C for the distribution h •A independent of h. 
PROOF. If l/J E ~(G), then 
I (h •A)(g)(/J(g)dg = [~ •(h •A)](e) 
G 
v 
= [(l/J •h) •A](e) 
v 
=A[(l/J•hrJ. 
v v 
Now (l/J •h)' = h •l/J, and 
v v 
IXa(h •l/J)I = lh •Xal/JI :s max IXal/JI, 
G 
since xa is left invariant and since 
I lh(g)ldg = t. • 
G 
Proof of theorem 1.6. The "only if" part of 1.6 is trivial. Conversely, 
suppose that A e ~'(S) satisfies the w-TCRE. Because of lemma 2.2, it is suffi-
cient to show that P[A] is holomorphic. 
Let {hm} be an approximate identity on o/i(n) at e, consisting of C<YO-
functions, and such that hm'2:.0. We claim that hm•A# is a C<Y0-function on S 
which satisfies (1.4), and hence the TCRE. 
That hm •A # can be considered as a function on S was already remarked in 
2.1. Now let a be an (n,n-2)-form on S with C<Y0-coefficients, §a=a'da. 
Then 
I (hm •A #)§a= I (hm •A #)a'da 
s s 
= I (hm •A #)(U)a'(U)dU 
<i'(n) 
where a'(U)=a'(U- 1). Now, if Ue o/i(n), then 
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since A satisfies the w-TCRE, and 
a'(U- 1()da((} = a'(U- 10da(U- 10 = §((U- 1)*a}, 
where (U- 1)*a is the pull-back of a along u- 1• This proves the claim. 
By Bochner's theorem, each fm: = hm *A# extends to a holomorphic 
function Fm on B. Sincefm-+A in ~'(S) as m-+oo, Fm(Z)=Plfm](z)-+P[A](z) 
for each zeB. 
Apply lemma 2.3 with G= OU(n}, h=hm and f/>(O=P(z,O, considered as a 
function on OU(n). Then we see that the family of holomorphic functions 
{Fm} is uniformly bounded on compact subsets of B. By Montel's theorem, 
Fm-+P[A] uniformly on compacta as m..,..oo. Hence P[A] is holomorphic. • 
It is possible to use some harmonic analysis instead of lemma 2.3 to finish 
the proof of 1.6. We sketch the argument. First we have to recall some basic 
facts from harmonic analysis on S, cf. Rudin [5], chapter 12, for details and 
proofs. 
If p, q e IN, let H(p, q) be the set of (restrictions to S of) harmonic poly-
nomials in z, z (z e en) which are homogeneous of degree p in z and of degree 
q in z. The spaces H(p, q) are pairwise orthogonal and they span L 2(a) ([5], 
theorem 12.2.3). 
Let 1lpq:L2(a)-+H(p,q) be the orthogonal projection. There exist unique 
functions KPQ on S x S such that KPQ(z, ·) e H(p, q) for z e S fixed, and 
(2.2) (npq/)(z)= I f(OKpq(z.Oda(O, feL 2(a), zeS. 
s 
For fixed (, KPQ(z, 0 e H(q, p) as a function of z e S; this follows from 
KPQ(z, () =KPQ((, z) ([5], theorem 12.2.5). 
Let Q: B x S-+ IR 2:0 denote the Poisson kernel for ordinary harmonic 
functions on the ball, 
1-lzl2 Q(z.O= lz-(i2n, zeB, (eS. 
As in Stein and Weiss [6], chapter IV, theorem 2.10 one can show that 
(2.3) Q(z, 0 = ~ KPQ(z, 0. 
p,qe IN 
where the R.H.S. converges uniformly on compacta of B x S, together with its 
derivatives. (Note that z-+ Kpq(z, 0 extends, by homogeneity, to a harmonic 
function on B). 
Formula (2.2) enables us to define (npqA)(z) for A e ~'(S), and from (2.3) 
we see that, if Q[A) denotes the (ordinary) Poisson transform of A, then 
(2.4) Q[A](z) = ~ (1lpqA)(z), Z e B. 
p,q 
Turning again to the proof of theorem 1.6, each fm: = hm *A# extends to a 
holomorphic function on B, which is continuous on B. Hence 1lpq/m = 0 if 
q=I=O. 
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Sincefm-+A in 9'(S) as m-+oo, 1lpqA=O if q*O. By (2.4), F: =Q[A] is a 
holomorphic function, and Fr-+ A in 9'(S) as r-+ 1 (same proof as that of 
lemma 2.2). Hence A is boundary value of the holomorphic function F on B. 
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